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This paper descrihes a system which has heen implemcntcd on a DECLAB/40 in 
the Electrical Engineering Department or the University of Manitoha. The systcm, 
written in BASIC and adapted from programs written in FORTRAN for a batch 
environment hy Melsa and Jones, produccs a root locus plot for the transfer function of 
a fcedback control system. This plot and the function are displayed (on a VR-14 
Graphical Display) and the user can interact with the display, using a light pen and 
keyboard to modify the transfer function to meet his design criteria. 

The program was completed in the spring of 1975. It has since been used by two 
undergraduate engineering classes. Experience with these classes is described. Proposed 
extensions to the program are also described . The paper concludes with some comments 
on the utility of a system like the DECLAB/40 in an Engineering education 
environment, and a short catalog of other projects. 

GRAPHIQUES INTERACTIFS POUR LA CONCEPTION DE SYSTEMES DE 
CONTROLE PAR RETROACTION 

Resume 

La presente communication Mcrit un systcmc qui a ete mis en application sur un 
DECLAB/40, au Dcpartemcnt de genic electriquc de l'Universite du Manitoba. Le 
systcmc, qui est rcdigc en BASIC, est une adaptation de programmes ecrits en 
FORTRAN pour des travaux par lots par Melsa et Jones; il produit un trace du lieu des 
rat:ines de la font:tion de transfert d 'un systcmc de contr61e par retroaction. Ce trace et 
la fonction sont affichcs (sur une unite d'affichage VR-14) et I'utilisateur peut 
communiquer avet: I 'affichage a I 'aide d 'un photostyle et d 'un clavier, afin de modifier 
la fonction de transfert scion ses criteres de conception. 

Depuis I 'achcvement du programme au printemps de 1975, deux classes 
d 'ctudiants-ingcnieurs de premier cycle en ont fait usage. La communication Mcrit les 
expcriences rcalisces avec ccs classes, ainsi que des additions proposees pour le 
programmc. En condusion, on apporte ccrtains commentaires sur I 'utilite d 'un systeme 
comme le DECLAB / 40 dans un milieu de formation des ingenieurs, et I'on presente un 
court repertoire d ',llItres projets. 
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INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS FOR THE DESIGN OF FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS 

J.M. Wells, W.H. Lehn, University of Manitoba. 
W. Podaima, National Research Council of Canada . 

Introduction 

The root locus method is a graphical technique for the analysis of 
feedback control system designs [1, 2 ,3]. An experienced designer can 
use the method as a g uide to synthesizing a control system which satis
fies requirements for response and stability characteristics. The 
program described here produces root locus plots; the designer need do 
no computation and can adjust his system design in a few minutes' time 
to meet his design criteria. 

The paper is in four parts. The first part is a brief discussion 
of control system design to place the root locus method in proper per
spective. Second is a description of the hardware and software facili
ties on which the interactive graphic program is implemented. The 
third section is an example, with figures from the graphical di splay , 
of the steps in an interactive design session . Lastly, experience with 
undergraduate classes is described, and some general comments follow. 

Theory 

A feedback control system is a collection of physical components 
so connected that the output signal is fed back and subtracted from 
the input signal (see fig. 1). 

Figure 1 
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The system is designed to accomplish a specified task, that is, 
for every input signal, a specified response is required. An example of 
s uch a system is the power steering system in an automobile : the signal 
R(s) is the angular position of the steering wheel, and C(s) is the 
angular position of the front wheels. 

Feedback systems have important advantages over non-feedback sys
tems: insensitivity to parameter variations and disturbance signals; 
high accuracy; and relatively easy physical implementation. However 
they present some design problems: the properties of the feedback sys 
tem are significantly different from those of G and H taken separately . 
In particular, even though G and H are stable, the feedback system may 
be unstable. The root locus method was developed specifically to pre
dict the behaviour of the feedback system given the elements G and H. 

The elements are represented mathe matically by linear differential 
equations with constant coefficients. The Laplace transformation is 
applied to the equations, and the ratio of output transform over input 
transform is formed . This ratio, whose numerator and denominator are 
polynomials in the Laplace variable s, is defined as the transfer 
function of the device. The transfer function of the feedback system 
in terms of element transfer functions G(s) and H(s) is 
C(s)/R(s) = G(s)/(l+G(s)H(s». 

The polynomials G(s) and H(s) are normally known in factored 
form; that is, the poles and zeros of these functions are known. In 
order to predict the performance and stability of the feedback system, 
the d es igner must know the poles and zeros of C/R . It is the poles of 
C/ R (which are the roots of the equation l+GH = 0) that determine 
which complex exponential f unctions will appear in the transient 
response, c (t) . 

The root locus of a system is the locus, or path, described in the 
complex plane b y the roots of I+GH = 0, as some parameter (usually the 
gain constant is G(s» is varied. As originally conceived, the root 
locus method was a graphical (pencil and paper) procedure designed to 
simplify f inding polynomial roots, and to give the designer a picture 
of how the roots moved as the parameter was varied. 

Automatic root locus plotting methods based on the use of analog 
computers have been devised [1], but these methods involve the usual 
problems of wiring, checking and calibrating an analog device. Melsa 
and lones have written a collection of programs to deal with the com
putational aspects of control systems design [4]. One of these does a 
root locus plot. This collection of programs is written in FORTRAN and 
designed to be used in a batch processing environment. The work des
cribed here makes this computational tool avai lable in an interactive 
environment and thus greatly increases its effectiveness. 

Hardware and Software 

The DECLAB/40 is a package of hardware marketed by Digital Equip
me nt Corpor<ltion . It includes a PDP-1I/40 computer, VT-ll Graphic 
IHsp l<1Y S ubsys tem <lnd LPS-ll Lab Pe ripheral Sys tern. The configuration 
at the Unive rsity of Manitoba also i ncludes two two megabyte RKOS disks 
and a DEC writer terminal. This configuration of equipmen t suits the 
requjrements of the El ectrical Engineerin g Department very well. It 
can be easily incorporated into a wi de variety of experimental engineer
ing apparatus and used f or measurement a nd control. 
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Software support for the DECLABj40 is based on the single-user 
RT-ll Operating System. At the University of Manitoba assembler language 
(MACRO) and the BASIC language are used. Both include graphics support 
routines provided by DEC. The root locus plotting system described 
here was programmed entirely in BASIC. The program involves only 324 
lines of BASIC code in two overlays. 

Sample Design Session 

Suppose that a feedback control system is to have response charac
teristics that require the root locations to be in the complex s-plane 
at s = -3 ± j5.2. The problem is one of choosing appropriate values 
for A and B in the system shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2 
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The user begins by entering initial co-efficients for the transfer 
fun ction. These are typed on the console. Initial scale values for 
the root locus plot are also entered (see figure 3). 

Figure 3 
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N(s) here is the numerator polT~omial in the product G(s)H(s). 
H(s) is 1 so N(s) is the underlined po rtion of K(S+A)/«S+B) (S)(S+l». 
D(s) is the denominator in this proclu.ct. The initial plots will be for 
Gc(s) = 1. After a pause of about cQirty seconds, the initial display 
appears (see figure 4). 

Figure 4 

Initial 
Display 

The graphical display is divided into four areas: 

(1) the root locus plot (left and c:e-ntre of screen) 
(2) light-button commands (upper ri~ht) 
(3) keyboard (lower right) 
(4) transfer function (lower left). 

The co-efficients of the transfer function are all light pen 
modifiable, as are the increments displayed adjacent to them. The 
program may be allowed to "run" (STA..R.-T) . plotting roots as the 
co-efficients are all incremented, OIr- it may be single stepped, (ONCE) 
calculating one new set of roots. Other commands will clear the plot 
(ERASE), print out the roots of the polynomial (PRINT), store (SAVE) 
and recall (RECALL ) coefficients, permit rescaling of the plot (NEW 
SCALE) or terminate execut ion (END). 

In figure 5 the disp lay shows roots plotted for gain values (first 
co-efficient in the transfer functi~~) running from 0 to 22 in steps 
of 1. New roots appear on the scree~ at about one second intervals. 
This dynamic presentation gives the wser an excellent grasp of how the 
system stability varies as a functi~~ of changing co-efficient values. 



Figure 5 

Roots plotted 
for gain from 
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Touching t he STOP command gives the user the opportunity to clear 
the display an d vary any of the co-efficients in order to place the 
roots in any des i red location. In this example, the roots do not pass 
thr ough the desired location, so the user changes the co-ef fi c ients t o 
try GC(s) = (S+4) / (S+8) . Plotting the root locus for gain values from 
o to 47 he obtains the plot of figure 6. 

Figure 6 

Gc(s) S+4 
S+8 
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A bit of experimentation with the co-efficients of Gc reveals how 
the locus varies as these co-efficients vary, and finally the user 

s+3 
tries Gc(s) = s+9.4 The display is controlled so that it stops 

precisely when the roots are in the desired location (see figure 7). 

Figure 7 

Gc (s) 
s+3 

s+9.4 

In response to the PRINT command, the root locations are printed 
on the console (figure 8). 

Figure 8 

Output via 
PRINT connnand 
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The value of K is read off the display. The user can proceed to 
check the system response in the time domain using another (recently 
completed) program (see figure 9). 

Figure 9 

THE GAIN COEFFICIENT?51 

THE ORDER OF THE NUMERATOR(# OF ZEROES)?l 
ZERO': 1 ) ?-:!:.- 0 

THE ORDER OF THE DENOMINATOR(# OF POLES)?l 
POLE ': 1 )? -4 . 42 .. 0 
POLE ': 2 ) ?-2 . 99 .. 5 . 2 
POLE ': 3 )? -2 . 99 .. -5 . 2 

THE VERTICAL AXIS IS DEFAULTED AT A MAXIMUM 
AMPLITUDE OF TWICE THE STEADY STATE YALUE 

T 0 S C ALE I T T 'T' P El.. I F NOT T 'T' P E (1 ? 0 

THE TIME AXIS IS DEFAULTED AT T=0 TO 10 SECONDS 
TO SCALE IT T'T'PE 1 .< I F NOT T'T'PE el?0 

Time Domain 
Response to 
Step Function 
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Experience with Classes 

The root locus example described above corresponds almost exactly 
to a laboratory experiment which has been carried out by the senior
year e lectrical engineering class fo r the last two years . Before the 
lab is assigned, the students have received theoretical instruction in 
the root locus method, as well as a few problems to be solved with 
pencil and paper . They have not however received instruction on the 
design of compensating n etworks (Gc(s». 

In preparation for t h e lab, th e class is given about 30 minutes ' 
discussion, wherein the problem to be solved, as well as th e root locus 
program, is described . Then each s tude nt is assigned 30 minutes of 
computer time, in which he must locate the pole and zero of the com
pensator by trial and error . 

This minimal amount of formal discuss ion and computation time is 
s ufficient to permit intelligent execution of the experiment . The 
students l earn by direct interaction how root locus plots b ehave when 
parameters are changed . The proper use of t he various program fea t ures 
is so self-evident and simple that the program is immedia t ely effec t ive 
fo r control system design . 

Conc 1 us ions 

The interactive graphic tool fo r fee dback control system design 
which is described h ere is very effective and relatively cheap. Care
ful attention to the man-machine interface means that it can be used 
after a f e w minut es instruction . The software environment provided b y 
DEC made sys t e m creation and modifica tion a relatively easv task; this 
is important in gr<lp ilics because one has a very poor fix o n the desir
able use r i nt e rfRce until somethin g is ac tually running . 

More ge ne r al l y , an integrate d syste m includin~ grap h ic capability 
anll analo g ue int e rfa ces , all supported by high-level software , is <1 
very nice one for a n electrical en gin eering education e nvironme nt. 
I\bout two years h <lve n ow elaps ed since the system was installed a nd it 
is very intensive ly used . 1\ s h ort list of some projects currently 
underway follows . 

Ot her Projects 

Automatic testing of impedance relays used in power system 
protection (C . W. Swift). 

Extraction of electrocardiograph signals out of background muscle
signal noise by digital signal process ing (E . Shwedyk) . 

De sign, simulation and response meas urement of wave digital filters 
(C . O . M:lrt e ns) . 

<:rilpltic;d prcsent<1tioll of eleme nt grids as dat a prepa ration for 
finil(' - cll'lllent illlnlysis (1\ . Wc x l er) . 

S inJlil :lli o ll or illl:lgl' tr<lI1smission t hrough : 1 r e fr<1 c ting atmosphere 
w.;illg g r ;lpilic di s pi ;lY (W. Lcllll). 

J)in'cL digiL;]i COlltro], lllult -ipl c'xl' d to ser ve s l'v l'r ;ll intiepcntil'nl 
s Y s l (' illS S l III ul t il n C' () u s 1 Y (W. L(' 1111) . 
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